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Civilization Revolution 2, the sequel, is finally here, and now is time you prove, once again, that you have what it takes to rule the world. You can use emulator to play the Nintendo DS games on your Windows PC, Mac, Android and iPhone. Choose one of the sixteen available world civilizations and ensure its world domination. Nothing beats how difficult it will be to sustain order
and fight against the enemies trying to bring it all down, including time! Can your empire sustain itself against the power of time? Click here => Download Bluestacks Download Nox for PCDownload Nox I-95 Accident Ct Today, Wurrzag Guide 2020, Ten Years After, Permit To Keep Wild Animals South Africa, Sundown Zv5 18, Washington County, Pa Police Reports, The Lessons
Of History Will Durant Pdf, Lee County Sheriff's Office Email, Nolan Gould 2020, Notice Of Commencement City Of Miami, Many years ago I adored the original Civilisation game on my PC. Many, many happy hours were spent battling away. Having not played for 15+ years I recently got the urge to do so again and bought Civilisation VI, again for PC. The main game has moved
on in terms of complexity and challenge (and computing power: my fan starts running at max within minutes!). It is with this intro that I recently purchased the iOS version. And I have really enjoyed it. The animations are slick, the stages logical and the variability between different games very good. I've played three or four games and have found them increasingly challenging as I
move up the difficulty levels.However, there are certain features from the main game that I am dearly missing: killing off a unit; making your only offers to other civilisations, finding out who you are at war with, forming alliances and recommendations for the best place to build a city or which unit to build. Will I carry in playing? Certainly! Am I hoping for more tweaks and extra layers
of complexity? Absolutely.As an introduction and advert for the main game I think that this iOS version is superb. However, as a standalone item I think it may get boring within 20 games. Both of these outcomes make the price too high. :( in: Civilization Revolution, Games Edit Share Nintendo DS, PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, iOS, Windows Phone PlayStation 3, Xbox 360PAL: June
13, 2008NA: July 8, 2008Nintendo DSNA: July 8, 2008EU: September 5, 2008AUS: September 11, 2008iOSWW: August 6, 2009Windows PhoneWW: March 26, 2012 Single player, multiplayer ESRB: E10+, BBFC: PG, OFLCA: PG, PEGI: 12 Sid Meier's Civilization Revolution (called Civilization Revolution or CivRev for short) is a 2008 iteration of Civilization developed by Firaxis
with Sid Meier as designer for the Nintendo DS, PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 consoles. It is now available for the Apple iPad as well as the iPhone and Windows Phone. A Wii version was originally expected but was put on indefinite hold. The lack of a PlayStation Portable version was attributed to a lack of development manpower.[1] Sid Meier was enthusiastic about this game,
being quoted in both the press release and trailer as saying, "This is the game I've always wanted to make."[2] A demo was released on Xbox Live Marketplace and the North American PlayStation Store on June 5, 2008. The demo allows players to play until 1250 AD as Cleopatra or Julius Caesar, and also allows multiplayer play.[3] The Facebook game CivWorld has been
replaced by the iOS version of Civilization Revolution. Facebook "Search" has no obvious link to it. The Xbox 360 version of the game was made backwards compatible for the Xbox One in April 2017.[4] Gameplay[edit | edit source] Civilization Revolution is a turn based strategy game in which the player can take on the role of one of 16 different civilizations, each with special
abilities, occurring from prehistory to modern times and the near future. In past installments, the player had more control over the rules of the game and often the game could last for more than ten hours. In Civilization Revolution, the games for the most part can be finished within three hours. For the console version, the game-play has been streamlined and simplified to make the
game easier to play for newcomers to the series. In addition to naming cities, players are randomly allowed to name geographical features such as mountain ranges, plains, forests or rivers. Victory Conditions[edit | edit source] A victory can be achieved in four different ways. Unless specified/defined in a scenario all four victory conditions are open to be used. Different civilizations
have distinct advantages over others depending on their "bonuses." Domination: One must capture all other civilizations' Capital cities, but they do not need to capture every other city. A Domination Victory will be awarded to the civilization closest to this goal if no one has reached it at the year 2100. Culture: One must obtain a total of 20 great persons, wonders, and/or converted
cities in any combination. If you convert a city and it is taken back you do not lose the point; however, taking the city back does not gain you another point. You can then build the United Nations wonder. Economic: One must acquire 20,000 Gold and build the World Bank wonder. Technological: One must be the first to reach Alpha Centauri. As a civilization nears one of the above-
mentioned victory conditions, all other civilizations will usually declare war on it in an attempt to delay or stop it from winning. You should have a well-defended city if you are planning for a technology, culture or economic victory. If you are planning to use Domination you should have many Armies and lots of defense units to cover your Tanks, Catapults or Artillery. Archers,
Pikemen, Riflemen or Modern Infantry are all considered defensive units. An enemy victory due to the launching of a starship to Alpha Centauri can be prevented by capturing the enemy's capital. If an enemy captures your capital you will have to take it back before you can win this way. An enemy victory due to culture can be prevented by seizing some of the enemy's wonders or
great people. An economic victory, however, cannot be prevented once a player has reached 20,000 gold, even if they lose gold or their capital. All that player's cities must be captured (or destroyed with a nuclear weapon) to fully eliminate the threat. Features[edit | edit source] Civilization Revolution has 16 civilizations with corresponding historical leaders, 5 different difficulties, 4
different ways to win, streamlined time scale for quicker play, fully featured online play, including auto-matching, ranked games, and leaderboards, voice and vision chat, downloadable content, Achievements, a Civilopedia (a dictionary about every unit, great person, wonder, etc.), and advisers. The game also features a "Game of the Week" mode which will allow players to
download a fixed game setup each week. Players are able to compete for the best single player score with this game setup. The "save game" option is disabled during Game of the Week play. Civilizations Featured in the Game[edit | edit source] Each player can control one of 16 different civilizations, each with a different leader and its own specialties and abilities. Each civilization
starts the game with a different special bonus that can be either a Technology, a Great Person, a building, or a Special Ability and then gets a new ability every time it enters a new era. The time the Civilization enters a new era is determined by the number of technologies the Civilization has successfully researched. The game begins in the Ancient Era, then progresses to the
Medieval Era, the Industrial Era, and then the Modern Era. In a given game each civilization can have up to four bonuses that vary from civilization to civilization. Many of the civilizations have specific specialized units that only they can build, but, by contrast with previous games in the series, these are for looks only: special units do not possess abilities beyond the normal unit but
may have varying stats. These units can be upgraded like other units giving them special abilities. Civilization Leader Starting Ability Ancient Ability Medieval Ability Industrial Ability Modern Ability Special Units England Elizabeth I Monarchy +1 Longbow Archer Defenses +1 Naval Combat +1 Production from Hill 2x Naval Support Longbow Archer, Lancaster Bomber, Spitfire
Fighter Japan Tokugawa Ieyasu Ceremonial burial +1 Food from sea regions +1 Samurai Knight attack Cities not affected by Anarchy New defensive units receive Loyalty Samurai Knight, Zero Fighter, Ashigaru Pikeman, Val Bomber Aztec Montezuma II 25 Gold Units heal after victory Temple = +3 Science 1/2 price Roads +50% Gold production Jaguar Warrior China Mao
Zedong Writing New cities have +1 Population Literacy 1/2 cost Library Cities not affected by Anarchy India Mohatma Gandhi All Resources available Cities not affected by Anarchy Religion Settlers 1/2 cost 1/2 cost Courthouse Mongolia Genghis Khan +50% Trade from captured cities Barbarian villages become new cities if captured Cavalry movement +1 +2 production from
Mountains Communism Keshik Rome Julius Caesar Republic 1/2 price Roads 1/2 cost Wonders More Great People New cities have +1 Population Cataphract Egypt Cleopatra An Ancient Wonder +1 food and trade from Desert Irrigation +1 Rifleman movement +50% Caravan gold Chariot (not in Xbox 360 version) France Napoleon A Cathedral Pottery 1/2 price Roads +2 Cannon
attack +1 Rifleman movement Trebuchet, Howitzer Arabia Saladin Religion +50% Caravan gold Mathematics +1 Horseman/Knight attack 2% interest on gold reserves Camel Archer (not in Xbox 360 version) Greece Alexander the Great A Courthouse Democracy More Great People 1/2 cost Library +1 food from sea regions Hoplite, Trireme Spain Queen Isabella Navigation x2
Exploration gold +1 naval combat +50% Gold production +1 production from Hills Conquistador Germany Otto von Bismarck Automatic tech upgrades for Elite units Warriors are Veterans +1 production from Forest regions 1/2 cost Barracks 2% interest on Gold reserves Panzer Tank, 88mm Gun, Heinkel Bomber, ME109 fighter Zulu Shaka Overrun  ratio is 4:1 +1
Warrior movement Rapid city growth +50% Gold production 1/2 cost Rifleman Impi Warrior Russia Catherine the Great Local area map +1 food from Plains New defensive units gain Loyalty 1/2 cost Rifleman 1/2 cost Spies Cossack, T34 Tank America Abraham Lincoln A Great Person 2% interest on Gold reserves Rush  units at 1/2 price +1 food from Plains Factory  production
x3 Sherman Tank, Mustang Fighter, Flying Fortress There are also NPC barbarians who will wage war with all civilizations in the game until the globe is conquered with all civilizations being destroyed. If all Barbarian villages are destroyed no new ones appear. As a variation from some of the PC versions, barbarians now live in villages and will attack from them. Also, the level of
barbarian activity cannot be adjusted as in previous games, though the level of barbarian activity changes in certain scenarios. Native Villages[edit | edit source] Native villages are scattered across the map with three different visual representations: Igloo, Teepee and Jungle Hut. When entered by a unit, including a fly-over by an air unit, the village disappears and the villagers
reward the player. Single Player[edit | edit source] The single player of Civilization Revolution starts with the founding of a single city in 4000 B.C. to the Space Age in 2100 A.D. Players then expand their empires and research new technologies. The player has four different ways to win and is competing against four opposing AI civilizations. There are scenarios that do tweak the
rules such as extra barbarians, all technologies already discovered, and more. Multiplayer[edit | edit source] Civilization Revolution features some robust multiplayer options, including matchmaking and ranked games for up to four players (in free-for-all, one-on-one, and two-on-two team battle modes), as well as leaderboards and support for voice and video chat.[5] Although many
critics and players agree that the multiplayer is slow, there is an option to enable a turn timer such as in chess to attempt to make the game go faster, and one can also use the diplomacy panel and the city screen during other players' turns. Split screen multiplayer is not supported, but system link (on the Xbox 360) is. Downloadable Content[edit | edit source] For the Xbox 360,
Nintendo DS and PlayStation 3 versions, each week a new Firaxis-created scenario will become available to players for download. Players compete to earn the best Civilization Revolution leaderboard score for that scenario during that week. Firaxis has also released DLC for PS3 and Xbox 360 which includes wonders, relics, and even specific maps such as deserts, continent
look-alikes and several others. New wonders include the Tower of Babel and the Leaning Tower of Pisa among others, which can be utilized in game like any other wonder. There was also DLC for the iPad and iPhone versions, which added multiplayer support, new wonders (the Taj Mahal, Lighthouse of Alexandria, Statue of Liberty, and Sydney Opera House), new buildings, and
new units.[6][7] Reception[edit | edit source] The game received mostly positive reviews by critics. As of October 30, 2008, Metacritic lists Civilization Revolution at 85% for the PS3, 84% for the Xbox 360,[8][9] and 81% for the Nintendo DS.[10] GameInformer magazine gave the game a 9/10, stating that the controls work very well on the consoles, and, while the game is simpler
than Civilization IV, the faster playability is very enjoyable. GameSpot gave the 360 and PS3 versions a 9.0/10 and an editor's choice award, praising its gameplay and visual design but found the multiplayer to be slow. IGN gave it an 8.8/10. Game Revolution gave it a B-. PlayStation: The Official Magazine gave the PS3 version a 4/5. Awards[edit | edit source] IGN Best of 2008:
Best Xbox 360 Strategy Game Previews[edit | edit source] GameSpy (E3 2007) GameSpot (E3 2007) Postponement/Cancellation of Wii Edition[edit | edit source] On February 4, 2008, 2K Games and Firaxis announced that the Wii version of Civilization Revolution was put on indefinite hold due to lack of manpower and no PlayStation 2 or PlayStation Portable editions of the
game to share assets with. Firaxis programmer Scott Lewis explained, "CivRev was originally a Xbox 360/PS3 project and was in development for over a year before the Wii/DS platforms were added. The result was that the time and effort it would have taken to remake a game built for higher-end hardware from the ground up would simply have been too costly."[11] On June 10,
2008, Sid Meier reaffirmed plans to develop a Wii version, stating that Firaxis had "no intentions of turning backs on the Wii version."[12] Free on Xbox Live?[edit | edit source] Sequel[edit | edit source] Civilization Revolution 2 - available July 2014 Videos[edit | edit source] Sid Meier's Civilization Revolution - TrailerCivilization Revolution trailerCivilization Revolution Intro
MovieCivilization Revolution intro movieAdd a photo to this gallery External links[edit | edit source] References[edit | edit source] Civilization Revolution Games Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted.
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